Abstract-End-system multicast provides a low-cost solution to scalably broadcast information to groups of users. However, lastmile bandwidth limitations constrain tree fanouts leading to high end-to-end delivery delays. These delays can be rednced if the network provides forwarding proxies with high fanout capabilities at an additional cost We use simple graph theoretic network models to explore the problem of building hybrid proxy/end-system application layer multicast trees that meet k e d end-to-end delay hounds. Our goal is to meet a fured delay hound while minimizing costs associated with the utilization of proxies. We provide an algorithm and formally pmve its optimality in a fully-connected overlay network with uniform-length edges. We then adapt this algorithm into a heuristic and evaluate the heuristic for simulated transit-stub networks with variabledelay edges. We compare our heuristic in a proxy-free environment to previously developed heuristics and show that our heuristic typically yields further reductions in the maximum session end-to-end delay.
be strategically placed within the network, attached directly to high-speed lines. In comparison to end-system multicast, because proxy transmission quantities are not constrained by lastmile bandwidth limitations, trees formed from proxies are flatter and wider with lower-delay edges.
In this paper, we focus on the needs of distributed applications such as teleconferencing, distributed gaming, chat rooms, and small-scale live concerts or sporting events where the number of receivers is in the tens or hundreds. For these kinds of applications, low-latency delivery is of paramount importance. as is keeping session costs to a minimum. We consider applications designed to cope with delays up to some A. Transmission below this delay can be achieved upon a unicast-only network layer by multicasting at the application layer through proxies. However, we assume that each proxy charges per copy of the transmission that it forwards. Hence, our goal is to restrict the number of transmissions that emanate from proxies by using end-systems to perform the multicast wherever possible and still meet the end-to-end delay bound requirements of the application for all session participants. This paper has two main contributions: It provides a more formal evaluation of the use of endsystem multicast for delay-constrained multicast applica-.
tions.
It is the first work that we are aware of that explores the problem of minimizing proxy costs in hybrid proxy/endsystem environments.
In this paper, we do not produce protocols that are ready for deployment. Indeed, we do not focus on several issues that crop up on practice, such as dealing with joining and leaving participants in the session, and building a distributed version of the protocol. Our goal instead is to
. provide a well-formalized optimization problem.
understand the complexities involved in solving the desired optimization problem when the constraints are static and known.
. compare our solutions to existing solutions that might be applied in this area.
We develop a simple graphical model to explore algorithms and heuristics in a theoretical context in which nodes represent multicast-capable agents (proxies or end-systems) and edges represent routes between these agents. Any "acceptable" multicast tree built on top of this graph satisfies three requirements: a) it must connect all end-system nodes (but need not connect all proxies) to the source, b) the delay along the path from the source to any end-system must be below the specified delay bound, and c) the number of children of a node must fall beneath the bound imposed by the node's bandwidth constraint. While our focus is on small to medium-sized sessions, we believe our solution could easily be adapted to support larger size applications (thousands of participants) in networks that deploy larger capacity proxies.
We provide an optimal algorithm for the case in which the delays between all pairs of nodes in the graph are identical, but where fanouts from the various nodes can differ due to the variety in access bandwidths available to the nodes. This uniform-delay assumption is appropriate for networks where the most significant delays are due to high transfer delays of identical last-mile technologies, as an approximation for delay in systems where precise node-to-node delays are unavailable, or where all node guarantees only that they will forward a packet to the next hop on the overlay within a fixed time bound, r . Next, we consider environments in which delays between nodes need not be uniform. Here, the optimization problem is "-hard.
We address the challenge of finding an efficient, low-complexity solution by extending our optimal algorithm to a heuristic that quickly identifies a "good", but not necessarily optimal tree. The heuristic contains a tunable parameter that allows us to adjust the relative importance given to bandwidth constraints of nodes versus delay constraints of edges. We evaluate the performance of the heuristic through simulation on randomly generated transitstub topologies and consider cases where proxy placement is restricted to within the backbone, restricted within the stub networks, restricted to access points, or is unrestricted. We evaluate our heuristic in two ways. First, we compare the maximum endsystem delay of proxy-free trees built by our heuristic to those built by the heuristic developed in [7] . We demonstrate in theory that our heuristic provides a 25% reduction in delay. Next, we demonstrate the expected cost (where cost equals the number of edges extending from proxies) of trees built by the heuristic to achieve tighter delay bounds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. In Section Ill, we formalize our network model. Section IV presents theoretical results pertaining to uniform-distance networks. Section V discusses the development of the heuristic, and Section VI presents our simulation results evaluating the heuristic. We discuss limitations of our work and future directions in Section W and conclude in Section WI. The experimental work that relates most closely to our theoretical work here is the recent work of Chu et al [7] that uses a heuristic called Bandwidth-Lofency to build the multicast overlay tree. This heuristic, described in more detail in [21] , selects paths by choosing those with the greatest available bandwidth (i.e., maximum possible fanout). Edge delays in the overlay are used only when edges are classified as having identical available bandwidths. We will demonstrate that our heuristic captures the behavior of Bandwidth-Latency when our tunable parameter is set to 1, and that delays can be further reduced by using alternate tunings.
Previous work that has investigated the building of delaybounded multicast trees has often been in the context of network layer multicast where node fanouts are restricted only by their degree within the underlying graph topology and where inclusion of router nodes in the tree is optional. There, the general optimization problems are variants of NP-complete SteinerTree problems and are also NP-complete. Several works have developed heuristic approximations 1151, [161, [ a ] , [191, [181 or ratio-bounded approximations [5] to these optimization problems. However, these heuristics are inapplicable to the problems addressed in this paper since there is no straightforward way to account for degree constraints of nodes in a tree that are less its degree in the underlying connectivity graph.
Bounded-fanout multicast has been explored in.the context of building (non-source-specific) minimum spanning trees that minimize aggregate edge costs instead of minimizing the delay from a specific source [3], [2]. Computation of delay-bounded paths that minimize a monotone or additive metric, neither of which covers the case of fanout constraints is described in [12] .
[20] presents a survey of previous work in the area of QoS multicast routing. There is no discussion in the survey of work that addresses the problem we consider here.
III. ARCHITECTURE AND MODEL
In this section, we present a more formal definition of our network model and formally pose the optimization problem.
However, we first begin by giving a high level description of the problem setting. We consider a set of end-systemnodes in which one node in particular wishes to multicast information to the other participating nodes. This is accomplished by constructing a multicast overlay where end-system nodes forward the transmission to (several) other participating end-system nodes via unicast connections. These nodes (including the source) have limited bandwidth capabilities, such that they must form trees in which each node is only required to forward data to a small set of other nodes. The sessions that we consider here require that the data emanating from the sender must reach all session participants within some fixed amount of time. For cases where transmission delays between end-systems are difficult to predict accurately, or where the delay results from transmission over last-mile technologies, it is desirable to bound the number of hops in the tree that must be traversed to deliver data to an end-systems.
To assist these sessions toward meeting delay bounds, the network provides forwarding proxies. These are nodes with access to high bandwidth levels. The multicast session can draw upon these proxies to forward data within the delay constraints to a much larger set of end-systems. However, the network charges a price for each proxies' services that is an increasing function of the number of copies that the proxy is asked to forward. restricts it to simultaneously forwarding at most two copies of the transmission. Hence, a minimal-depth multicast overlay tree in this example has depth 3: the tree depicted in Figure I@) is an exampleofonesuchtree. Figure l(c)depictsthesamesetofendsystem nodes in a network where two high bandwidth proxies are also made available. The one on the left can simultaneously forward data to 6 end-systems, and the one on the right can simultaneously forward data to 3 end-systems. By utilizing the proxies to respectively forward data directly to 5 and 3 endsystem participants, it is possible to build a multicast overlay tree with depth 2. There is no tree that can be built with depth 2 in which the number of transmissions that emanate from the proxies is smaller. Hence, the tree depicted here is a minimum cost tree when a restriction is applied that trees must have depth no more than two.
We now state our model of the network in a more formal manner. Let G = (s, N, P, E) be a network consisting of a source node s, a set of end-system nodes N, a (possibly empty) set of proxy nodes P, and a set of edges E such that 
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an edge e = (nl, n2) E E exists between each pair of nodes n 1 , n~ E {s} U N U P (i.e., the overlay network is fully connected). Because overlay networks communicate across tunnels implemented at the transport layer, it is possible for an overlay node to communicate directly with any other overlay node in the network. Let d( (n1 , n2) ) represent the end-to-end delay from nl to n2. In addition, our assumption that bandwidth rates are constrained by the last-mile hop translates to the delays along the edges and the bandwidth availabilities between pairs of nodes being independent of the respective delays and bandwidth availabilities at other nodes. The fact that the actual paths represented by these network edges share links in common is of no consequence since these links do not impose bandwidth constraints in our model.
Definition I-Fanout Constraints: A fanont constraint function (FCF), f(), is a function that maps each node n E {s} U N U P to a non-negative integer. f(n) = i implies that node n has sufficient bandwidth capabilities to forward session data to at most i other nodes. We assume that given the transmission rate of the supported session, a node n can determine f (n). For instance, if a node n's bandwidth capability is T and a session is to be transmitted at
' we assume proxies have access to larger amounts of bandwidth than end-systems, such that f(p) > f(n) for most proxies p and end-systems n.
In this paper, we will also use FCFs to artificially limit potential fanout from proxies, i.e., we will construct FCFs f1() where
Upon G, we wish to build a tree T = { s, N, PT, ET} formed from nodes {s} U N U PT where 0 C PT C P and ET c E are the edges. We define several functions that describe several relevant tree properties:
II,(T): the parent of node n in tree T. 
D,,(T, S) = maxnEs D,(T).
i.e., the maximum depth in T of any nodes in S C T . For conciseness, we define Definition Z-kgal Connectiviry: We say a tree T is legally connected with respect to FCF f () ifs is the root of T , N C T , andc,(T) 5 f(n)foralln E T,i.e.,allnodesofNbelongtoT and no node's maximum degree constraint under f() is violated.
Tree Cost: Let A(T) be the cost for the session to utilize tree T. In this paper, we restrict our attention to cost functions of the form A(T) = CnEP g(c,,(T)), where g is an non-decreasing, concave or linear function. Under such a cost function, the increase in cost to add an additional transmission from a proxy does not increase. This covers cost functions of the form g ( i ) = 0 for i = 0 and g ( i ) = C1 + Czi otherwise, i.e., the proxy provider charges C1 for each proxy provided to the session plus C, for each copy of the session transmitted from that proxy.
%(T)
= I{n' : II,.(T) = n}l.
Da(T) = 0 and Dn(T) E &,(T)(T) + d((nn(T),n)).

Dm&) = D,,(T,T).
'Here. we snbuact p f" the numerator to allow suflicient bandwidth for the node to receive session data.
Optimization Problem: The formal description of our optimization problem is as follows: Let A be an application delay hound. Let f() he the FCF imposed by the application on nodes {s} U N U P E G and let A ( ) be the proxy cost function. We 
Iv. FULLY CONNECTED, UNIFORM EDGE OVERLAYS
In this section, we present an algorithm (called FindMinCost) for use in a network where the end-to-end delay between all pairs of nodes is uniform ( W O G we assume Vn1,nz E { s } U N U P , d ( ( n l , n z ) ) = 1). We prove that, given a maximum delay, A, the algorithm finds a multicast tree that minimizes the cost to connect the source to all session receivers along paths with a delay less than A. This algorithm is developed in three steps. In the first step, we present an algorithm (called MinDepth) that, for a given FCF, f(), computes a minimum-depth tree rooted at s. This initial algorithm does not distinguish between proxy nodes and receiver nodes, and hence the tree does not necessarily have minimal cost. Next, we apply the theory of majorization to construct an algorithm (calledFindBestProxyTree) that computes a minimum-depth tree that does not exceed a fixed cost, C. FindBestProxyTree is implemented by selecting an appropriate FCF and then applying MinDepth. Last, we construct FindMinCost by choosing various values for C until a minimum cost for which a tree exists with maximum depth no larger than A is found.
A. Minimizing Fanout-constrained Tree Depth
We begin by presenting Algorithm MinDepth which computes a minimum depth tree w.r.t. FCF f() on G. The algorithm essentially puts nodes with highest potential fanout (i.e., largest f(n)) closer to the source:
Algorithm I: MinDepth(G, f()) 1) Let the source node be no and order the nodes in G as nl,nz,. . . ,nlNI-l such that f(n,) 2 f(n,) for all
Lemma I: Algorithm MinDepth generates a minimum-depth legally connected tree w.r.t. f().
Let L& be the set of nodes within tree T that reside at depth less than or equal to i. We begin by proving the 
ne&;' , "
where (2) holds due to (1) and (3) holds due to Claim 1, completing the proof by induction (for all i < Dmax(Tmin)). 
B. Applying Majorization ro FCFs
We next develop an algorithm that inserts proxy nodes within a tree that minimizes tree depth while keeping costs below a given bound, C . Before introducing the algorithm, we introduce a majorization technique and prove an important property of majorization that is critical in'demonstrating the correctness of our algorithm. 
Pmof:
Dmax (TO).
C. Minimizing Pmxy Involvement
We now design an algorithm that calls Algorithm MinDepth to generate the minimum-depth tree with cost no more than a given C. We do this by restricting the number of children that proxies are permitted beyond the restrictions imposed by their fanout constraints by varying the FCF used when computing the minimum-depth tree. Lemma 2 uniquely determines the FCF to use within the algorithm:
Pro08 The final algorithm developed in this section calls FindBestProxyTree with different values of C until the smallest C is identified within which a tree of depth less than A can be constructed. Lemmas 3 and 4, plus the observation that Cmin is never set to a cost for which a legally connected tree wxt. fl() exists that has depth of A or less, and that Cmax is only set to costs for which such a tree does exist. Algorithm MinDeoth runs
3)
legally connected w.r.t. fz().
PI. 2) Construct fl() such that fi(n) = f(n) for all n 6 {s} U N and recursively compute fi (ai) = in time O(n log n) to sort the nodes as a function of FCF f(). in AppendixA.
In this section, we focus on the development of a heuristic that seeks to minimize the cost of a delay-hounded, fanontconstrained multicast with maximum delay A in a network where end-to-end delays between nodes can vary. It can be shown that solving this problem exactly is "-hard via a reduc- We draw two observations from our theoretical results in the It is beneficial to have nodes with high fanout closer to the root of the tree. One approach to finding the minimum cost delay-bounded tree is to construct an artificial bound on cost by limiting aggregate fanout permitted over all proxies, and then varying this bound to identify a minimum cost tree that meets the delay bound. Obviously, our theoretical results do not account for the variation in end-to-end delays between nodes. Clearly, it is beneficial to keep delays of hops near the root of the tree small since edges near the root affect a larger fraction of receivers than do their descendants. A dilemma arises when there are a class of nodes with high permitted fanout connected to edges with high delay and another class of nodes with small permitted fanout connected to edges with small delay. Should we move nodes with high fanout nearer to the root, or edges with small delay? Our approach is to develop a heuristic with a tunable parameter, ( I that can be varied between 0 and 1 whose value determines the relative importance of edge delays and permitted node fanouts when making this selection.
We now describe the process used by heuristic FindTree(A, C ) in its attempt to build a tree with maximum delay bound less than A and maximum cost less than C. During the running of the heuristic, a proxy budget B is maintained that limits the set of edges that can be used from proxies. Initially, this budget is set to C, and every time a new edge is used in the tree extending from a proxy, the cost of adding that edge is deducted from B.
During its execution, the heuristic also maintains tbree sets of nodes:
Sa is the set of nodes already attached to the tree and able to accept more children. Initially, Sa = {s}.
. So is the set of nodes to be attached. Initially, So = N U P.
Sf is a set of nodes that have been attached to the tree but can no longer accept additional children because of fanout restrictions. Initially, Sf = 0.
Throughout the duration of the running of the heuristic, S , , So, Sf remain mutually exclusive sets with Sa U So U Sf = {s} U N U P. While S. n N # 0, the heuristic repeats the following procedure. For each node n E So, the minimum distance, 6(s, n) from s to n along a path of nodes whose hop prior to n is some nl E Sa is computed. This ensures that were n to attach to nl, this would not violate the fanout constraint of nl. A set S is formed of the nodes n E So where all of the following hold:
. 6(s,n) 5 A Adding n does not incur costs that violate the remaining If S = 0. then the heuristic retnms a null tree (indicating failure to find an acceptable tree). Otherwise, the node n E S is selected that minimizes proxy budget, B (this is of concern when n E P).
where f, , b i n = minnc{s}uNuPd(S,n) where d(s, n) is simply the shortest path from s to n (ignoring budgets and fanout constraints, e.g.. just applying Dijkstra's algorithm).
The node n is then attached to the tree through nl, and is moved from So into S,. Nodes n and nl are then moved from S, to Sf if their respective numbers of children equal their respective fanout constraints.
E. Additional Modifrcntions lems:
Evaluation with this preliminary heuristic revealed two prob-1) The proxy budget, B would on occasion be depleted by attaching unneeded chains of high fanout proxy nodes with low delay edges that never had any end-system descendents. These proxy nodes would serve no use in the session since they would not lie on the any of the end-systems' transmission paths, but would still prevent the heuristic from subsequently adding additional proxies that might in fact serve some use.
2) F'roxies would often aggressively be attached near the source, depleting available edges of nodes near the source. This would sometimes push end-systems away from the source, unnecessarily increasing transmission delays. These problems were rectified in a second version of the heuristic, FindTreeZ(A, C). that was identical to the first heuristic except that a 2-phase process to attach proxies was used. In this 2-phase process, nodes are attached as in the previous version of the heuristic, but an attached proxy, p E P would only be counted against proxy budget or against the fanout constraint of an ancestor no& in the tree when some descendent of p (attached later on by the heuristic) is an end-system. An example of this 2-phase process is depicted in Figure 2 . The node marked with an S is the source, nodes marked with E are end-systems and nodes marked with Pare proxies. The number of "counted" children of a node is indicated to its immediate left. In Figure   2 (a), proxies have been added but are not ancestors to any endsystems and hence do not "count" as descendents. In Figure  2@ ), and end-system is added, incrementing each node's child count up by 1 all the way up the chain to the source. In Figure  2 (c), an additional end-system node is attached to the same node as before, increasing its parent node's childcount. However, that node had "counted" previously, its parent does not increment its own child count. At the completion of the running of the heuristic, children that are not "counted" do not have any end-system descendents, and hence ban be dropped from the tree.
When ( I = 1, the heuristic gives priority to nodes with larger fanout. Here, the heuristic most closely resembles the algorithm from Section IV where edge delays are used only to break ties.
Also, the heuristic is identical to the heuristic used within 
VI. HEURISTIC EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the heuristic in transit-stub networks [23] created using the gt-itm software package [41. While debate continues about the accuracy of topologies generated to emulate large-scale networks [lo], our understanding is that the package provides an accurate model of the medium-sized network topologies we experiment upon within this paper.
A. Experimental Setup I ) Underlying Network Topology:
For all experiments, we generate two instances of the underlying network layer topology. Both instances contain 30 nodes within the transit domain, 10 of which are randomly selected to connect to 10 separate stub domains. Each stub domain contains 20 nodes including an edge router that connects the stub domain to the transit backbone. This gives a total of 30 transit nodes, 10 edge routers and 190 (non-edge) stub nodes. Edges are constructed for the transit domain according to the distribution defined within the Waxman model [22] with aw = 0.3 and flw = 0.3 (we use the " W subscript to distinguish these parameters used within the Waxman model from the a parameter used within the heuristic). The two underlying network topology instances differ in how aW and Dw are set when generating edges within the stub domain. In one instance, we generate sparse stub domains by setting aw = 0.3 and @W = 0.3. In the dense instance, we set aw = 0.6 and flw = 0.7. The delay assigned to each edge is proportional to its length.
2) Overlay Generation: For each experimental run, a fixed number of end-systems are connected to randomly chosen stub nodes (nodes are chosen with replacement such that a single stub node can connect to multiple end-systems), and 10 proxy nodes are selected. We consider four ways of assigning proxies to nodes in the network: Proxy placement is restricted to the transit backbone.
. Proxy placement is restricted to stub nodes. . Proxy placement is restrictedtoedgenodes (i.e., the bridges between transit and stub)
. Proxy placement is unrestricted, with each proxy having equal likelihood of being attached to a transit, stub or edge node.
The delay between a node and the proxy connected to that node is set to 0 (i.e., the proxy is co-located with the node).
Delay from a stub node to a connecting end-system is set to 0.3 times the average delay between the source and stubs that contain end-systems. The fanout from a proxy node is chosen from a uniform distribution between 5 and 15. End-system fanout is uniformly chosen between 1 and 3. Figure 3 plots the cost of the tree for a session with 100 endsystems in which end-systems meet a given delay bound. The cost function used within the simulation is the sum of the fanouts of edges extending from proxies within the tree, (i.e.. the cost function is g ( i ) = i). The different snb-figures plot results for the various proxy placement restrictions. In each sub-figure, the value of the z-axis is A/ max,E,v d ( s , n), i.e., the delay bound normalized to the largest end-system end-to-end (unicast) delay from the source (in the underlying network). The y-axis gives the cost. Each curve plots, for a given a, the cost of the tree computed by the heuristic to meet the delay bound for all receivers given on the z-axis. Each point plotted is the average of 98 simulation runs. The 95% confidence intervals shown are generated using seven sample points, where each sample point is the average of 14 Values of a whose curves lie closer to the bottom and lefi-most edges of the graph are preferable, since these points represent lower cost trees that yield lower delays.
B. Performance Evaluation
We see that a = 0 is preferable to a = 1 when proxies are restricted to either the stub or edge points but not when proxies are restricted within the transit portion of the network. Intuitively, this is because proxies in the transit portion of the network are typically closer to one another. Hence, the high fanout nodes that are first added into the tree when a = 1 are closer together. In contrast, when proxies lie at the edges of the network, the distances (and hence delays) traversed to connect these high fanout 3Each simulation mn determines the minimum delay obtainable for all endsystems given a fixed cost budget. Our averages are then computed over the set of delays achieved for each cost value. As a result. our confidence intervals he horizontally for each COL. instead of vertically for each delay. and a = 0.3 produce trees whose cost is consistently lower to achieve any fixed bound on the delay. This demonstrates that the "best" trees result from giving a more equal consideration to both the transmission delay and bandwidth constraints. The heuristic used in [7] is equivalent to our heuristic with a = 1. , The point at which the curves touch the z-axis indicates the minimum delay achievable for all receivers in a session that receives no proxy support. We see that a value of a = 0.6 or a = 0.3 yields almost a 25% reduction in this delay in comparison to the case where a = 1.
0-
By comparing the plots across the three figures, we Observe that proxies reduce costs for a fixed delay more significantly when placed at edges or in the transit portion of the network than in comparison to the edges. We have also explored how varying the number of end-systems and proxies impacts delay and cost. We see that increasing the number of end-systems grows costs, but at a very slow rate. Increasing the number of proxies decreases costs, but at a rate even slower than the increase in costs when additional end-systems are added to the session. We see the same trends irregardless of whether the stub networks are sparse or dense. Next, we explore how proxy costs of delay-bounded trees constructed by the heuristic vary as a function of the number of receivers in the multicast session. Figure 4 plots these results along two axes. In Figure 4 (a), we plot the proxy cost as a function of the delay bound using the heuristic with a = 0.3.
Each curve plots the cost for a fixed number of receivers participating in the session. This figure demonstrates that there is an increasing cost in building a tree that meets a given delay bound as the number of receivers increases,'but that this cost grows slowly. Figure 4 (b) further illustrates this observation, plotting the cost as a function of the number of clients in the session, where each curve represents a different bound on the maximum delay to any receiver in the session. We observe an approximate linear growth in the cost as the number of clients is increased.
However, we note that because it would appear as though the curves would cross the line above the y-axis, we suspect that the cost per receiver decreases as the number of receivers increase, and that the cost approaches some asymptotic value as the number of receivers grows large. In addition, the cost per receiver increases at a much higher rate as the desired delay bound is tightened. Hence, proxy-assisted multicast costs less per client as the number of clients in a session increases and as desired delay bounds are relaxed. [7]. These include:
The overlay connectivity graph may not be fully connected due to communication and state maintenance overheads associated with maintaining connectivity between pairs of nodes.
. End-system members might join or leave a session in progress, requiring dynamic restructuring of the multicast overlay tree. Delays and bandwidth constraints can vary as a result of congestion from other sessions competing for the same network bandwidth. Bandwidth can be constrained at points other than lastmile hops, such that the bandwidth constraints on a pair of overlay edges need not be disjoint.
. We must consider development of an algorithm that operates in a distributed fashion. Our results presented here give some guidelines that will help us to address some of the challenges:
If full connectivity cannot be maintained, we suspect that "better" overlays will result when nodes with larger fanout constraints communicate directly with one another and directly with the session source. Proxies can be temporarily employed during periods of change of group membership. After membership appears more stable, a new tree can be formed with cost reevaluated. Proxies can also serve as a temporary means of assisting an end-system whose bandwidth suddenly decreases. We assume of course, that a proxy would not exit a session early unless it was no longer needed or some network fault occurred. Finally, there are more complex economic issues that can be considered. For instance, we do not consider the case where different service providers charge different rates for their proxy services. Hence, the "best" proxy to minimize the cost need not be the greatest fanout, least delay proxy, but might also be the cheapest.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated algorithms and heuristics to minimize the cost of employing proxies as a means of meeting delay constraints for hybrid end-systedproxy application layer multicast sessions. We present an algorithm that provably minimizes costs for the case where delays between application layer multicast points is uniform. For the case where delays between these points vary, solving the problem optimally is "-hard.
We instead resort to a tunable heuristic, and demonstrate that certain tunings outperform previously developed heuristics. Our results demonstrate that these hybrid approaches are apromising means for enabling low-cost, delay bounded multicast services upon a unicast-only network layer.
APPENDIX
A. The Need for Heuristics
In Section V, we claim that the problem of finding a tree whose longest path from a given source node s to any node is minimized, with the restriction that within the tree, each node n has a bound on its fanout, f(). is "-hard. We did not find a proof of this fact within the literature. In particular, there is no obvious reduction from a Steiner Tree oroblem. Also. we seek a shortest oaths tree. and not a minimum spanning tree as in 131, [Z]. We provide-a sketch here of the reduction f" Hamiltonian Path. While we doubt the results presented here are novel, we include them for completeness.
We begin by considering a graph G = ( N , E ) that is not fully connected in which all edges have unit length. If we set f ( n ) = 1 for all n E G (bounding the permitted fanout that can be used Io construct the tree, not bounding its fanout in the underlying graph, G), then a shonest-oath tree would have deoth IN1 -1 iff a Hamiltonian Path I .
existed within the gra h. and fin& a Hamiltonian path is known to be NP-complete 11 11. Thus, finding a shortest-path tree in G is Nphard. To show the problem is NF-hard for graphs in which the tree can have arbitrary (but bounded) fanout f (n) < N , we construct a new graph G' that is identical to G except we add some additional nodes andedges. Foreachnodenwith f ( n ) > 1.create h ( n ) = f ( n ) -1 additional nodes and create edees in G' that attach these new nodes Y to (and only to) n. Finding a sKortest-path tree in G' that includes all nodes in G' will m u i r e n to attach lo the new f f n l -1 in the tree that only it attaches'to in the underlying graph 2. ' 
